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TenX is the major game changer

As it enables users to spend their blockchain assets through their 

smartphone or a physical debit card at over 36 million points of acceptance 

online and offline. System is currently processes about $100,000 of 

transactions a month. By the end of 2018, it’s targeting $100 million in 

monthly transactions and a million users.


“TenX raised $80 million with about half to be used to expand operations 

while the rest will provide liquidity for a cryptocurrency exchange in the 

works” (с) Dr. Julian Hosp, Co-Founder TenX, interview for Bloomberg

C h a l l e n g e

Client/Target audience

 Users who are interested crypto

Product overview
TenX unique feature is that the client doesn’t have to pay forex 

fees for the cryptocurrency transactions. Owlab team have built 

wallet web application for TenX system. App allows user to add 

cryptocurrency wallets and connect them to the Visa credit cards.

Thanks to the efficient and well-coordinated work of a small team, 

the development of telegram bots saves the client's resources 

significantly.
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Java

A class-based, object-oriented


programming language that is


designed to have as few


implementation dependencies


as possible.

Testing

We paid special attention to 

testing the usability of the 

solution so that its interface 

has a minimal learning curve.

Django

Interpreted, high-level and 

general-purpose programming 

language.

Our approach

Python

A class-based, object-oriented 

programming language that is 

designed to have as few 

implementation dependencies 

as possible.

Solution overview Owlab team developed the perfect wallet web application for cryptocurrency 

exchange system that enables users to add cryptocurrency wallets and 

connect them to credit cards.

Thanks for watching!
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